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#thirtythree/07.2010               /X/258/114/sunrisefile



first row:
base23. boa one: berlin  /  hocus: berlin
second row:
obs: hamburg  /  slayer: ruhrpott
third row:
cide. nomad. each. oldie: hamburg
fourth row:
the kids are ok by skore183. akobe: munich



wesp
... finest berlin stylewriting since 1987

first row:
s-train: berlin 1993  /  with migel. mok: berlin 2009 

second row:
with blacky and some: berlin 2009

third row:
with phos. smek. kane: berlin 2010

with brone: berlin 2008
fourth row:

with migel. khan: berlin 2009  /  with some: berlin 



Please introduce yourselves to our readers. I don’t think there are too 
many graffiti fans that don’t know OS GEMEOS from Brazil but just for 
the case there are ...
OK ... We are the guys from Tritrez. They call us OS GEMEOS.

When did you start painting?
In 1986-87 ... We don't remember exactly! We have been drawing since we 
were four years old.

How did you start your graffiti lives? I think there was a big difference 
to the beginnings in Europe or the US.
We grew up in a neighborhood called Cambuci downtown Sao Paulo. Back 
in those days, the Hip Hop culture was very strong down there.
Every day in front of our house, B-Boys came to dance on the bench. We 
grew up playing in the streets and there, we learned how to dance. At this 
time, everyone played in the streets, goofed off, played soccer, destroyed 
stuff or put fire crackers inside the mail boxes to watch them explode! We 
broke windows, made fire during cold weather and fought against neighbo-
ring gangs. We saw the beginning of Hip Hop in Sao Paulo. This was around 
1983 or 1984.  First, we learned how to dance (B-Boy), than we started 
doing graffiti. We wanted to do everything – Rap, DJing and to paint graffiti. 
At that time, the most important bench was in the Sao Bento subway station 
and everybody started going there and exchanged information. Before we 
saw “Spraycan Art” and “Subway Art” we saw the book “Munichgraffiti”, 
but only some pages. Our friend ZELAO (RIP) only had some pages and he 

showed us what he got. Back then, we just wanted to learn how to use spray 
cans and how to do breakdance. We always danced in this downtown station 
and the station was very nice. Nobody caught tags around this subway stati-
on because security had kicked you out of there. Everybody from Brazil met 
there on Saturdays! We didn't have video cassettes, so everything we saw 
was on TV or in magazines, which we had stolen from stores. I remember, we 
used latex to fill in the pieces and spraycans for the outlines ‒ it was cheaper 
that way. The first time we saw the book “Spraycan Art” was around 1988. It 
was a black and white photocopy. We loved the European part. The first time 
we saw pieces from MODE2, BANDO, GOLDIE, SHOE ... we freaked out!!! 
It was incredible to see graffiti from across the ocean and how it changed in 
the different countries it has arrived! Europe was closer to us, because we 
were also forced in developing something different. FUTURA 2000 style and 
DONDI influenced a lot over there.

Where do you get your inspiration from? Are there any writers or other 
artists you would name that you looked up to, or still do?
WHEW!!!! A lot of things! A lot of people! We feel that everything we love or 
hate influences us. The life, the food, love, sex, graffiti, street theater, the 
circus, vandalism, the night, nature … The simple and magical moments of 
life … Back in 1989 we met SPETO (an old-school writer from Sao Paulo) he 
painted graffiti and did animation. For that time, he had a very particular and 
unique style. It was very original, and let us practice more and more our own 
style. At this time, we did lettering like “Wild Style” and so we exchanged a 
lot of information. We learned from him that we could do our own style and 

that we just had to find it. We have to mix in everything we like and then see 
the result. We showed SPETO style writing and “Wild Style” letters and he 
showed us how to find our own style. Before that, we did a lot of B-Boy cha-
racters and mugs (DOZE GREEN style) and were really influenced by Vaughn 
Bode's characters, SKEME, TACK, and Japanese Manga.
At the beginning of the 1990's we met Barry McGee (TWIST). He came to 
Brazil in 1993 to do an art residency and exhibitions in Sao Paulo. It was the 
first time, we met a writer from abroad and he showed us a lot. Especially 
style writing, more original styles and how we can do a lot more with lesser 
colours. He also showed us the movie “Style Wars” for the first time! After 
we saw that, we went to the yard the following Sunday afternoon and pain-
ted our first train … He showed us the bombing side of graffiti and we had 
a lot of fun with throw-ups, tags, etc. After that, we realized that we can use 
the city in different ways, before the city uses us! Another important thing we 
learned was that you can live from your art. You can travel around and exhibit 
your stuff in art galleries. When Barry returned to USA, he talked to Allen Be-
nedikt about us. Allen was the person behind the magazine “12oz Prophet”. 
He interviewed us first, in 1997. At that time, a lot of people got access to 
our work. During the period before the internet, this magazine helped us and 
other artists from South America, presenting our stuff to a huge audience 
around the world. After that, writers from all over the world came to Brazil 
for painting. Writers like ZAK (Hamburg), VER (California), LOOMIT (Munich), 
Peter Michalski (Germany), DOZE (NYC), DAZE (NYC), ZEKIS (Chile) and 
many more.





first row:
naks. crue. bmad: frankfurt  /  phore: hamburg

toast. ecb: koblenz 
second row:

okul. kent: frankfurt
third row:

lectrics wall by eazy. tag. gris. kash. jeroo. izzy: lyon  





first row:
tats crew: usa  /  soten. kerz: denmark 

second row:
bates: denmark  /  puppet: sweden

gauge. jeks: sweden
third row:

zztop. dato. tiger: denmark
shine. boner. velk: denmark  



first row:
izzy: lyon  /  welcome noah: lyon

gris. izzy: lyon 
second row:

2x izzy: lyon
third row:

mash up. izzy. pyro: lyon  /  gris. izzy. onics: lyon

IZZY WOBSTER
ALL YOU CAN EAT
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT



featuring trains from: denmark. scotland. belgium. spain. czech republic. and unbelievable ... italy!




